CHAPTER   l6
AND  THOU
I halted my car at a place, on the road from Budapest to Bel-
grade, where tall acacias stood round a green and shady wayside
grove, an ideal place for the midday meal, sheltered from the noon*
tide heat. The sun was high and burning, a vast blue Hungarian
sky spread over a green plain where the gooseherds and goat herds,
little boys and girls barefooted and in reds and blues, tended their
flocks, where occasional white farmhouses stood, each with its
frame of trees and its well
Again I had pulled up for a moment on that mad ride through
the Haunted House which is the lot of our generation, a thing of
shrieks and surprises and explosions and glimpses of skeletons and
being flung hither and thither, and found myself utterly at peace,
the sun above me, the grass under my back, the leaves making
patterns on the sky.
This was that very September day when men were digging
trenches in London parks and sending trainloads of children away
from Paris and in Prague the people walked the streets with their
gas-masks at their side and in Germany the great war-machine
was lumbering into its gigantic stride, the day when all seemed
lost, when in the afternoon the House of Commons became a
bedlam of cheering and laughing men, because Mr* Chamberlain
was about to fly, fly, fly again.
My heart was in Prague, but I had had an imperative order to
go to Belgrade, and here I was, while men and women in so many
countries trembled for the morrow, while an intolerable nervous
tension lay on all the cities I knew, lotus-eating on the Belgrade
road.
A jug of wine? We had that, and very good it was, drank from
those Hungarian drinking cups that we loved so well A loaf of
bread? We had that too, and meat and cheese to savour it, and
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